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Abstract
YinzCam allows sport fans inside NFL/NHL/NBA venues
to enjoy replays and live-camera angles from different per-
spectives, on their smartphones. We describe the evolu-
tion of the system infrastructure, starting from the initial in-
stallation in 2010 at one venue, to its use across a dozen
venues today. We address the challenges of scaling the
system through a combination of techniques, including dis-
tributed monitoring, remote administration, and automated
replay-generation. In particular, we take an in-depth look at
our unique automated replay-generation, including the dash-
board, the remote management, the remote administration,
and the resulting efficiency, using data from a 2013 NBA
Playoffs game.

1 Introduction
Fans inside sporting venues are often far removed from the
action. They have to rely on the large stadium video-boards
to see close-ups of the action or be fortunate enough to be
close to the field. YinzCam started as a Carnegie Mellon
research project in 2008, with the goal of providing live
streaming camera angles and instant to hockey fans on their
Wi-Fi-enabled smartphones inside the Pittsburgh Penguins’
venue, Mellon Arena [5]. The original concept consisted
of the Penguins Mobile app that fans could download and
use on their smartphones, exclusively over the in-arena Wi-
Fi network, in order to receive the unique in-stadium video
content. Figure 1 shows the user experience at our initial
installation for the Pittsburgh Penguins.

While YinzCam started with an in-stadium-only mobile
experience, once the research project moved to commercial-
ization, the resulting company, YinzCam, Inc. [21], decided
to expand its focus beyond the in-venue (small) market to
encompass the out-of-venue (large) market.

YinzCam is currently a cloud-hosted mobile-video ser-
vice that provides sports fans with real-time scores, news,
photos, statistics, live radio, streaming video, etc., on their
mobile devices anytime, anywhere, along with live video
and replays from different camera angles when these fans
are inside sports venues. The game-time live video and in-
stant replays are effectively gated to the stadium because of

Figure 1: Fan experience at the original Mellon Arena
deployment for YinzCam, May 2010, showing three dif-
ferent smartphones displaying three different live cam-
era angles for a Pittsburgh Penguins home game.

broadcast rights; all of the other content is available to fans
outside the stadium. YinzCam’s primary infrastructure is
currently hosted on Amazon Web Services (AWS) [1] and
supports over 7 million downloads of the official iOS, An-
droid, BlackBerry, and Windows Phone mobile apps of 40+
NHL/NFL/NBA sports teams and venues within the United
States. Twelve of these venues additionally support Yinz-
Cam’s live video (including the NFL RedZone Channel at
NFL stadiums) and instant replay technology over both Wi-
Fi and cellular distributed antenna systems (DAS) [6].

The production of live video and instant replays requires
the orchestration of both computerized systems and human
efforts. In the video-processing plane, we utilize hundreds
of virtual and physical machines that communicate over var-
ious wireless and wired networks. These systems include au-
dio and video encoders, stream routers, web servers, media
servers, and databases. In the management plane, we utilize
remote-access technologies, automated-monitoring systems,
and a game-day-operations team. We group these compo-
nents into three major systems: the content-generation sys-
tem (CGS), the mobile-wireless network (MWN), and the
management-operations system (MOS).

Our first in-venue installation was located at Mellon
Arena, the home of the Pittsburgh Penguins until 2010. In
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this installation, the CGS, MWN, and MOS were all co-
located in a small room that was adjacent to the arena’s video
production studio. Our equipment included a video encoder,
three rack-mounted servers, and a terminal for the operator.

As we grew from one team in 2010 to five teams in 2011,
we struggled to scale the initial design of our system to mul-
tiple installations with thousands of users. The load on our
systems became too much for a single server or encoder to
handle. Teams wanted to use more than the maximum of
four camera angles that our initial designs allowed. New
technologies like 4G LTE [17] and WiMAX [19] made cel-
lular networks a viable option for the MWN, but our sys-
tem was designed only for Wi-Fi. Replay cutting was a
slow, labor-intensive, and error-prone process that frequently
frustrated our system operators. Adding to the frustration,
our operators were immersed in a high-pressure, game-time
environment filled with distractions. Travel costs piled up
while we shuttled operators back and forth across the coun-
try for every sporting event. There was a critical need for a
cost-effective, low-latency scalable automated solution that
addressed these challenges.

Contributions. The overarching goal of this paper is to
describe how we evolved our initial system, with all of its
limitations, into the scalable and efficient system that we use
today to support thousands of sports fans across venues in
the United States. Instead of simply scrapping our existing
design and starting over, we slowly evolved our system by
addressing each of the aforementioned challenges individu-
ally. In this paper, we discuss candidly the weaknesses in
our original system architecture, the changes we introduced
to make our system work efficiently and cost-effectively at
scale, and the lessons we learned during this transformation.
Concretely, our contributions in this paper are:

• A case-study of our migration to the cloud, including a
discussion of how we chose which components to mi-
grate and how the cloud helped us scale;

• A description and evaluation of our automated-replay-
cutting system, including a discussion of how we im-
proved its efficiency, reliability, and maintainability
through automation, decoupling of subsystems, and
configuration management;

• A description of our remote-management infrastruc-
ture, including our automated-monitoring systems and
operations dashboards.

To the best of our knowledge, there exists no other auto-
mated mobile-replay generation and management system for
sports venues.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes our mobile applications in detail and also gives a
general description of the systems that support them. Sec-
tion 3 describes our initial design for in-venue installations.
Section 4 describes the technical challenges we faced in scal-
ing up our initial design. Section 5 describes the changes we
made to our initial design to solve these technical challenges,

and provides insight into the system we use today. Finally,
section 6 discusses the lessons we learned throughout this
process.

2 The YinzCam System
YinzCam develops the official mobile apps for more than
40 professional sports teams across four leagues (the NHL,
NFL, NBA, and MLS). We provide these apps for over 7
million users across iPhone, iPad, Android, BlackBerry, and
Windows Phone 7/8. YinzCam-powered apps have access to
a wide variety of sports-related content such as news, photos,
videos, podcasts, schedules, rosters, stats, and scores. This
content is updated in real time as teams publish new statistics
and media.

User Experience. YinzCam apps also support unique fea-
tures not available in other sports apps, such as exclusive
live-video streaming and on-demand instant-replays. From
their seats or anywhere in the building, fans can use Yinz-
Cam apps to watch live game action from multiple camera
angles on their smartphone. In addition, fans can watch
replays of game events from the same set of camera an-
gles. Some venues also provide fans with streams of pop-
ular sports-related TV-channels, such as the NFL RedZone
channel [13].

To use our in-venue features, the user first configures his
or her smartphone to connect to the in-venue Wi-Fi network
(this step is not required for DAS networks). Next, after
opening the app, the user navigates to a special in-venue sec-
tion of the app. As shown in Figure 2, the user can then
choose to watch live camera angles or browse through sev-
eral replays of game action. Both live videos and instant
replays are offered from multiple different camera angles.
Only one camera angle may be viewed at a time.

These features are only accessible to fans while inside the
team’s home venue. Once inside and connected to an in-
venue network, fans are able to access a special in-venue
section of the mobile app. This section initially presents fans
with a list of game highlights, as well as options for view-
ing additional replays or live streams (see Figure 2). Once a
fan chooses a live stream or instant replay, he or she is pre-
sented with a selection of camera angles available for that
item. Upon choosing an angle, the app begins playback of
the corresponding video.

Although only a part of a large app that contains a wealth
of other features and content, our in-venue live streaming
and instant replays have proven to be the most technically-
sophisticated (and technically-challenging) of all of the ser-
vices we provide. We separate our system into a content
plane and a management plane, with some components ex-
isting in both planes. The content plane includes compo-
nents for encoding combined audio-video streams, convert-
ing streaming formats as needed by mobile devices, cut-
ting segments of live video into instant replays, and serving
live video and instant replays to clients over wireless net-
works. The management plane includes remote-access ser-
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Figure 2: A user’s navigation through the United Center Mobile application, in order to watch a replay.

vices, monitoring systems, software configuration and de-
ployment, and operations dashboards.

The content plane contains the content-generation system
(CGS), which is a multi-stage pipeline that produces our live
video and instant replays. This content is generated in three
main stages. In the first stage, one or more YinzCam servers
receive signals (i.e. feeds) from in-venue video-cameras
and TV-tuners. The servers receiving these feeds encode
them into compressed, high-quality data-streams suitable for
transmission via IP networks. In the second stage, both the
live streaming and the replay cutting components receive
identical copies of these streams. The live streaming com-
ponent converts the high-quality stream into a lower-quality
stream suitable for playback over bandwidth-constrained
wireless networks. The replay cutting component segments
the live video stream into discrete video files, which are also
encoded at a lower quality. Finally, in the third stage, both
the live streaming and replay cutting services publish their
content for consumption by mobile apps via the in-venue
mobile wireless network (MWN).

Although just one stage in our pipeline, the final publish-
ing and distribution step is unusually complex due to the
wide variety of stream formats we need to support. Each
smartphone platform that we support accepts a different set
of stream formats. For example, iOS devices and Android
4+ accept Apple’s HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) format [3];
both Android 2+ and BlackBerry accept the RTSP/RTP for-
mat [16]; and Windows Phone only accepts Microsoft’s IIS
Live Streaming (ISM) format [22]. To successfully stream
to all of the platforms we support, we must provide each of
our streams in the RTSP/RTP, HLS, and ISM formats.

The management plane contains services that our content-
plane systems expose for the purposes of automated and
manual management. Every YinzCam server provides re-
mote access in the form of SSH or remote desktop (RDP)
[7] access. Furthermore, some components like the replay
cutter have human interfaces for monitoring and manual in-
tervention. In later iterations of our system, this plane also
includes automated-monitoring systems and virtual-private
networks (VPNs).

The replay-cutting interface is the most complex compo-
nent of our management system due to its unique require-
ments. To cut a replay, the operator first finds the correct
segment of video in the each of the live-video streams. Once
identified, the operator submits these segments for encoding,
creating multiple video-clips (one for each stream) that are
packaged in MPEG-4 containers [12]. The operator then an-
notates the replay with a title and description and publishes it
to the app, which is a process where the system writes all of
the metadata into a database table. Done manually, the entire
process for a single replay may take 30 seconds or longer,
and an operator will likely process over 150 replays during
a typical game. The operator also has control over which re-
plays are shown in the highlights list and can remove replays
altogether if needed.

3 2010: Supporting our First Venue
While still a research project at Carnegie Mellon, Yinz-
Cam set up its first in-venue installation at Mellon Arena,
the home of the Pittsburgh Penguins NHL team in 2008.
Our base of operations was adjacent to the arena’s video-
production studio, which made it easy for us to obtain the
our input video feeds. Our back-end equipment included a
hardware encoder and three rack-mounted servers, all inter-
connected via the arena’s single wired-network. The Wi-Fi
network also shared this wired network for access to our in-
venue services as well as the Internet. In addition to setting
up our own back-end equipment, we also had the privilege
of installing the Wi-Fi network at the arena.

In our first installation, the CGS pipeline consisted of an
encoder that provided two outputs, one to a live-streaming
server and the other to a replay-cutting server. Figure 3 is a
diagram of this architecture. This Figure also shows the ter-
minal that our operators used to monitor each of the system
components via RDP [7].

The video-capture component converted standard-
definition, analog video into compressed streams suitable
for transmission over IP networks. For this component, we
used an Axis Q-series video encoder [4], which converted
up to 4 analog, NTSC-formatted inputs into 4 digital,
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Figure 3: The architecture diagram of the first YinzCam
installation at Mellon Arena. Black lines indicate con-
tent flows, while gray lines indicate management traffic
(2010).

H.264-encoded streams. The encoder served these streams
via the stadium’s wired network segment in two formats,
Motion-JPEG (MJPEG) [11] and RTSP/RTP [16].

Because the Axis encoder lacked the resources to handle
hundreds of simultaneous connections, we wrote a custom
proxy for the encoder’s MJPEG output that could run on
general-purpose hardware. This proxy server was a .NET
application hosted on a Dell R200 server running the Win-
dows Server 2008 operating system. Our proxy server re-
ceived and buffered MJPEG frames from the Axis encoder,
and it also maintained HTTP connections to each mobile app
displaying a live stream. When the proxy received a new
MJPEG frame from the encoder, it immediately sent a copy
of the frame to each connected client. This decoupled the
clients from the Axis encoder, allowing us to scale the num-
ber of clients by scaling our server capacity.

We also used custom software to cut replays from the live
streams. Like the live-stream proxy, this software also re-
ceived and buffered MJPEG frames from the encoder. How-
ever, instead of distributing frames to clients, the replay cut-
ter buffered the last 5 minutes of frames in memory. The
replay cutter indexed these frames by the time when they
were received, with a separate index for each stream. To cut
a replay, the system first used these indexes to look up the
sequence of frames between the start and end times for the
replay. The replay cutter then spawned encoding processes
to concatenate the sequences, one for each combination of

live stream and mobile platform. This process created sev-
eral MP4 [12] files that were made available for download
over the in-venue Wi-Fi network via an IIS web server run-
ning on the same machine.

The Wi-Fi network initially used 4 Xirrus access points
[20] covering 2000 season-ticket-holder seats. This was later
expanded to 8 access points to meet increased demand. Each
access point had 8 radios. Of the 8 radios, 3 use the 2.4 GHz
band and 3 use the 5 GHz band. One or two radios are used
as monitors, providing feedback about network conditions.

In the initial installation, all of the monitoring, configu-
ration, and software maintenance were entirely manual pro-
cesses managed by a single system-operator. During a game,
the operator’s primary task was to find and annotate each re-
play. If any problems occurred, the operator was expected
to diagnose and resolve the problem using remote desktop
access to each of the other servers.

The replay cutter provided a Windows-Forms [8] interface
for managing its operation. This interface allowed the opera-
tor to seek backwards through the last 5 minutes of live video
to find replays. Once the operator identified the start and
end positions for the replay, the interface communicated the
corresponding timestamps to the replay cutter for encoding.
Once encoded, the operator assigned a title and description
to the replay and published the replay into the app.

4 2011: Scaling to Four Venues
In 2011, YinzCam expanded to work with its first three
NFL teams: the New England Patriots, the Pittsburgh Steel-
ers, and the San Francisco 49ers. We built nearly-identical
copies of our Mellon Arena installation at their respective
home stadiums, Gilette Stadium, Heinz Field, and Candle-
stick Park. We sent an operator to each stadium for every
home game during the 2011 season. During the game, the
operator managed the replay cutter and responded to any on-
site problems.

Although technically feasible, scaling up to these 4 new
NFL installations caused significant management problems.
While the original system architect could be on-site (or at
least on-call) for every Penguins game, NFL games are often
played simultaneously, so we had to send less-experienced
operators to some games. This made it difficult for us to
diagnose and resolve problems that occurred in the field.
Travel costs for our operators were also a concern.

We first attempted to resolve these issue by extending the
initial design with remote access. As shown in Figure 4, we
added a dedicated server that hosted a VPN service, allowing
remote access to the network from any Internet-accessible
location. This VPN provided all of our operators with re-
mote access to our systems. This lessened the burden on the
single operator who managed the replay cutter, while simul-
taneously giving remote systems-experts the ability to trou-
bleshoot problems.

Because of its maturity and low operation-cost, we chose
OpenVPN [14] to provide a secure connection between re-
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Figure 4: The revised architecture diagram of our initial
design, showing the infrastructure added for manage-
ment. Black lines indicate content flows, and gray lines
indicate management traffic. The connection between
the Remote Ops Workstation and the Management Gate-
way is secured by a VPN (2011).

mote system-operators and our installations. A dedicated
management-server at each installation hosted the OpenVPN
service. Our system operators installed OpenVPN clients
on their work machines, which gave them secure network-
access to all of our installations anywhere at any time. This
connection allowed our operators to open tunneled SSH and
RDP [7] connections to each of our servers and manage them
as if they were located on-site.

While this was sufficient for the 2011 season, we contin-
ued to encounter management issues as we expanded to 12
teams during the 2012 season. Monitoring, configuration,
and software maintenance was still an entirely-manual pro-
cess. Although manageable with just 4 installations, as we
scaled up, major system-changes and software upgrades be-
came tedious and error-prone tasks. Furthermore, the lack of
a single network that connected all of our installations made

it difficult for us to deploy infrastructure-wide management
or monitoring software.

On the business side, the cost of having a person on site
for every game was tremendous. We had to purchase airfare,
meals, ground transportation, and lodging for each operator
sent to a game not played in Pittsburgh. For example, during
the 2011 49ers season, we purchased 10 round-trip flights
from Pittsburgh to San Francisco. These costs were unbear-
able for a young company like ours.

In addition to management issues, replay cutting for NFL
games has much more strenuous operations-requirements
than for NHL games. While the replays published to NHL
apps are chosen at the operator’s discretion, our NFL apps
show replays of every play of every game. Although this
makes it easier for the operator to find replays, the opera-
tor has to be focused on cutting replays during every second
of the game. Furthermore, NFL replays cannot be skipped,
meaning that the operator’s replay queue frequently became
backlogged. Not only did this make replay cutting more
stressful, but some replays also took minutes to generate due
to the backlog. We clearly needed a more efficient system.

Finally, our system was not prepared for the introduction
of 4G cellular-technologies in late 2011. These technolo-
gies, coupled with the distributed-antenna system (DAS) [6],
allowed cellular networks to provide high-bandwidth, low-
latency data-connections in high-user-density environments.
Such networks were ideal for our video-streaming applica-
tion in stadiums or arenas. However, since our initial design
assumed that the MWN would always be Wi-Fi network,
it required a private LAN connection between the wireless
network and our servers. Cellular networks do not permit
such connections, and all data services for these networks
must operate on the public Internet. Due to bandwidth con-
straints, using the venue’s Internet connection to meet this
requirement was also out of the question.

5 2012: Our Infrastructure Today
Today, YinzCam operates 12 in-venue installations in pro-
duction across 12 NFL teams, 1 NHL team, and 1 NBA
team. We no longer struggle to support new installations
or handle heavy game-day-usage, and we can easily sup-
port multiple MWNs co-existing in a single installation. To
achieve success at this scale, we redesigned our system to
be more flexible, modular, and to embrace new technologies
in the areas of cloud computing, elastic scaling, system au-
tomation, and distributed monitoring.

5.1 To The Cloud
This section describes, in detail, our transition from an ar-
chitecture relying entirely on private infrastructure to one
heavily-dependent upon Amazon’s public EC2 cloud [2].
The transition was neither smooth nor seamless, and we can-
didly discuss the rationale for each of our design changes.
We also discuss, in hindsight, the advantages and disadvan-
tages of our approaches.
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5.1.1 A Global VPN

We first turned to cloud computing to solve the problem of
needing an infrastructure-wide private-network with which
to coordinate the management all of our installations. One
of the challenges we faced during the 2011 season was the
tedium of manually managing each deployment as a sepa-
rate, unique installation. We needed a way to centrally man-
age the configuration of each system component across all
of our installations.

In pursuit of this goal, we knew that we needed a single,
common network across all of our installation. We reasoned
that hosting this component on the cloud would result in a
more reliable service than hosting it at our offices on a cable-
broadband connection. It would also be cheaper, since we
would not need to purchase or operate the infrastructure our-
selves. In late 2011 we set up a low-capacity, Linux-based
EC2-instance to act as an OpenVPN server. We migrated all
client certificates to this server, and converted the OpenVPN
servers running on each installation’s management gateway
into a client of our new, cloud-hosted VPN.

One problem we faced while setting up this VPN was ad-
dressing. While it would be simple to assign blocks of IP
addresses from a reserved, private address-space, we had to
be careful to avoid address conflicts. Both sporting venues
and Amazon EC2 use blocks of addresses chosen from all of
the reserved private IP address blocks [15] (192.168.0.0/16,
172.16.0.0/12, and 10.0.0.0/8), with most heavy usage in the
192.168 and 10 blocks. We chose at random a /16 prefix in
the 10-block, 10.242.0.0/16, and we hoped that this space
never conflicted with any other routable network inside of a
venue or on Amazon EC2. In hindsight, this was poor choice
because our 10.242 subnet did conflict with the private ad-
dresses of some of our EC2 instances. We resolved these
conflicts using host routes, but this complicated our server
configuration.

We also developed a hierarchical strategy for assigning
our global VPN’s address space. We delegated a /24 sub-
net to each installation, starting with 10.242.1.0/24 for our
Pittsburgh office and incrementing the third octet for each
installation. We assigned the final octet of the address to
each machine based on its role; for example, the VPN in-
terface for all live streaming servers is assigned the address
10.242.xxx.20. We grouped these per-role addresses into
blocks of 10, so that we could assign sequential addresses
for up to 10 machines in the same role.

While our cloud-based VPN worked well normally, it had
trouble coping with failures. The main weakness of our
initial design was the single point of failure on the cloud.
Should this server fail, the entire VPN would disappear. We
reasoned that the use of a low-TTL DNS record and an EC2
Elastic IP Address would allow us to quickly boot up and
route traffic to a new VPN server should any problems arise.

However, we found that OpenVPN’s automatic reconnec-
tion mechanism was not reliable in the case of network or
server failure. During an unexpected failure, some clients

AWS U.S. West Region

AWS U.S. East Region

United 
Center

Figure 5: YinzCam’s global VPN, showing the 12 instal-
lations that we remotely administer.

fail to detect a connection loss. When the server comes back
online, these clients do not attempt reconnection and remain
permanently offline. The same situation can occur after a
network outage. Getting these systems back online requires
an on-site technician to either reboot the server or log in and
restart the VPN client. Due to these issues, we decided that
our VPN was not reliable enough for continued production
usage, and began examining alternatives.

Today, we use peer-to-peer (P2P) VPN software to solve
our reliability problems. Instead of OpenVPN’s client-server
model, P2P VPN systems view each machine as a node in a
mesh network. These systems use dynamic-routing proto-
cols like OSPF [9] to find the best available routes for traf-
fic. Like the Internet, as long as a sequence of connected
VPN nodes exists between any two points, traffic can flow
between them. P2P VPNs also permit two nodes to form di-
rect connections if possible, eliminating unnecessary routing
hops.

In the cloud, we now have 6 EC2 instances across 2 AWS
regions that serve as rendezvous points for VPN connec-
tions. Each of our machines is configured with the FQDNs
of the 3 VPN rendezvous instances in the nearest AWS re-
gion. Upon startup, the VPN software on the machine con-
nects to all three of these nodes. As long as at least 1 of the
3 nodes is functioning, the node has full access to the VPN.
Between the 2 regions, the 3 nodes in each region maintain
connections to the three nodes in the other region, providing
connectivity between the regions. Figure 5 shows how these
connections are organized across our U.S. installations.

5.1.2 Supporting Multiple MWNs

The second phase of our cloud migration occurred in re-
sponse to the widespread adoption of 4G technologies (LTE
and WiMAX) by mid-2012. With the installation of DAS
systems in several sporting venues, cellular networks could
provide the high-bandwidth, low-latency data-connections
required for our in-venue technologies. Unfortunately, cellu-
lar networks do not offer the same direct, private-LAN con-
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Figure 6: Our Wi-Fi/DAS hybrid architecture, utilizing
two parallel content-generation pipelines. For clarity,
management systems are not shown (2012).

nections as in-venue Wi-Fi networks; instead, all external
traffic must come from the Internet.

Our first approach was to provide external access to our
in-venue servers via the stadium’s Internet connection. Un-
fortunately, supporting just 1000 concurrent connections to
our live-video service with 400-kbps streams requires 400
Mbps of bandwidth. Stadiums typically have Internet con-
nection capacities of 100 Mbps to 1 Gbps, shared across all
services in the building (including Wi-Fi Internet, ticketing,
vending, etc.). Reserving such a large portion of this con-
nection for our use was simply not feasible.

We turned to cloud computing to provide the needed band-
width. By sending a third copy of the video encoder’s output
to the cloud, we were able to duplicate our entire content-
generation pipeline on Amazon EC2. The live streams and
instant replays generated by this pipeline were superficially-
equivalent to those generated by the in-venue pipeline. How-
ever, the cloud pipeline’s output would already be on the
cloud, ready for distribution to 4G clients using the vast
Internet-bandwidth available to us through AWS.

The architecture we designed to implement our idea is
shown in Figure 6. We sent one copy of each of the source
video-streams to the cloud at 2 Mbps average bit-rate each.
For a typical installation processing 4 simultaneous streams,
this required a tolerable 8 Mbps of upload bandwidth from
the venue. We configured virtual machines on EC2 in the
same way as our in-venue physical live-streaming servers
and replay cutters. Instead of receiving feeds directly from
the venues, we set up these virtual machines to retrieve video
streams from a video-distribution server, using software to

proxy the streams received from the video-capture server in
the venue.

5.2 Automated Replay Cutting
As mentioned earlier, replay cutting prior to automation was
by far the most labor-intensive and error-prone task in all of
our system operations. During a typical three-hour game,
manual replay-cutting required the complete and undivided
attention of a single system-operator during every second of
game time. This system was subject to numerous sources
of delays and errors, stemming from the time taken to find
replay boundaries and the unpredictable rate at which new
replays needed to be cut.

Driven by our frustration with manual replay-cutting, we
were able to automate the entire process with production-
quality accuracy for football, hockey, and basketball games.
Furthermore, we improved our system’s robustness by refac-
toring its components into three separate processes that com-
municate via middleware, allowing each component to fail
independently. We also improved maintainability by intro-
ducing automated configuration management and upgrade
software.

Before beginning our implementation, we needed to find
an approach for automating our system. Our replay cut-
ter operates by buffering short segments of video, indexing
these segments by time, and then joining the segments be-
tween two timestamps into a video file. We wanted auto-
mate the selection of timestamps to eliminate the burden of
searching manually through video streams to find the start
and end points of replays. We developed a set of rules
that estimate the duration of replays. For example, in foot-
ball, plays that advance the ball further generally take longer
to execute than short-distance plays. We slowly improved
these rules, using the manual replays from previous games
as training data, until our system was able to consistently
estimate correct replay durations.

The timing rules provided us with all of the information
needed to automate the replay cutting process. In our auto-
mated system, the video-buffering and encoding component
remains the same as in the manual system. We added a new
component that executes our timing rules for each replay,
outputting start and end timestamps. A manager component
tracks all of the replays and triggers the video cutter when
start or end timestamps change. Once a replay is cut, the
manager inserts the title, description, and video-file URLs
into the list of available replays. A web server sends this
list to our apps as an XML document [18] whenever the user
opens the instant replay feature of our apps.

Also, there are many reasons that the automatic cut may
be incorrect and require manual intervention. Data entry er-
rors occasionally occur. In rare cases, our automated esti-
mation is incorrect and needs adjustment. To handle these
cases, we provide the option for an operator to override the
automatic cut of any replay.

Although some rare cases still require human intervention,
replay cutting now requires much less human effort than in
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Figure 7: The architecture of our automated replay cutter, showing the in-venue and out-of-venue components.

the entirely-manual system. Operators now take a monitor-
ing role, watching replays and correcting errors as needed.
The reduction in human effort has made our replay cutter
more efficient, reducing the time taken to generate our re-
plays from 30 seconds (or more) to consistently less than 10.

We also introduced an automated configuration manage-
ment and deployment system to ease maintenance of our
software across multiple deployments. The core of this
system is a central database of all currently-running com-
ponents, their configurations, and their software versions.
When upgrading a software component, the administrator
simply has to upload the appropriate software artifact (usu-
ally a Java JAR file) to the system and select which installa-
tions to update. The automated deployment system handles
shutting down the component to upgrade, copying the soft-
ware update, and restarting the component. Configuration
changes (in the form of XML documents) are also uploaded
to the server and deployed using a similar stop-copy-restart
process.

5.3 Remote Management Infrastructure
To keep our systems running smoothly, we need to quickly
identify and respond to any problems that occur. These prob-
lems range from minor errors, such as video-encoding mis-
takes or replays containing the wrong video, to complete

outages of machines or even entire installations. This wide
range of problems requires an equally wide range of moni-
toring and management systems.

5.3.1 Distributed Automated Monitoring

We use a distributed approach to monitor our infrastructure,
where each machine individually monitors its own compo-
nents and alerts operators of any problems. While a cen-
tralized approach would permit more advanced analysis, it
would also require the transmission, storage, and processing
of large quantities of system-log data. We opted for a dis-
tributed approach to avoid these performance and cost ob-
stacles.

Our most basic level of monitoring is based on checking
system-level metrics for anomalies. A daemon process on
each machine monitors resources for excessive usage; for ex-
ample, high CPU utilization, memory exhaustion, low disk
space, and high network utilization. This daemon also mon-
itors our configuration files for unexpected changes, which
helps us catch problems early and provides auditing and
other security benefits. When anomalies are detected, these
daemons alert the entire operations team via email with de-
tails of the problem.

In addition to system-level monitoring, we also use
service-log monitoring. A daemon on each machine mon-
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Figure 8: Operator perspective: A screenshot of our
replay-cutting dashboard in action. The game shown is
the NBA Playoffs game between the Chicago Bulls and
the Brooklyn Nets on Saturday, April 27, 2013.

itors logs from both standard network services, like sshd, as
well as in-house services like our video encoders and replay
cutters. This daemon uses rules specific to the log format to
detect unusal log messages (e.g. errors, repeated warnings,
etc.), which are then emailed to our operations team for fur-
ther review.

Our final tier of automated monitoring performs periodic
liveness checks. The daemons in this tier periodically make
network requests to ensure that our services are function-
ing normally. The simplest of these tests is a ping test to
ensure network connectivity. We also perform more de-
tailed service-level monitoring. For HTTP-based services,
the monitoring daemons issue HTTP requests and check
the responses for correctness. For example, to monitor our
live streaming for iOS and Android 4 devices, our monitor-
ing system periodically issues HTTP requests for the HLS
playlist file and ensures that the response is valid. It then
makes additional HTTP requests to ensure that the video
files in the playlist are actually available.

5.3.2 End-to-End Monitoring

In addition to our automated monitoring, we also use tools
for end-to-end monitoring. We use modified smartphones
which allow our system operators to use the in-venue fea-
tures of our apps as if they were physically located inside
of the stadium or arena. We accomplished this by equipping
smartphones with VPN connections, and using a special ver-
sion of our apps that play live video and instant replays using
the VPN connection.

We’ve found that end-to-end monitoring is necessary to
ensure that the fan experience is not compromised due to
system failure. Without end-to-end monitoring, it is very
difficult to ensure that fans are seeing the correct app content.
Furthermore, this monitoring allows us to do manual checks
of our video content for problems that are difficult to detect
manually, such as video distortion and encoding errors.

Figure 9: User perspective: A photo of the United Center
Mobile app in action during a Chicago Bulls basketball
game. Using his smartphone, this fan is able to watch the
game close-up from his upper-level seat.

5.3.3 Replay-Cutter Dashboards

We have built various web services and web-based dash-
boards for managing the more complex, distributed compo-
nents of our system, such as our replay cutter. We have two
separate management dashboards for this system. The first
is a systems-level dashboard, which allows us to remotely
monitor, configure, and upgrade all of the replay cutters in
our fleet. The second is our operator dashboard, which gives
operators the ability to view and edit replays as well as select
which replays should be shown in our apps as highlights.

Our systems dashboard ties in to the middleware layer of
our replay cutter, allowing system administrators to moni-
tor and manage all of the components of each replay cutter
in our fleet. Once a replay-cutter’s components are linked
with the system dashboard, administrators can manage each
of its components independently. The dashboard shows the
current state of each component and provides commands to
stop and start the execution of each. To aid in debugging, ad-
ministrators can also view the logs generated by each com-
ponent. This dashboard also provides the administrative in-
terface to our configuration management system, which our
system administrators use to update our software and system
configurations as mentioned earlier.

Our replay cutting system also provides an interface that
allows our operators to manually override the decisions
made by the automated system. This interface takes the form
of a web-based dashboard. Using this dashboard, the opera-
tor may adjust the time synchronization between the events
feed and the video streams, manually override the start and
end times for any event, and even disable replays entirely for
certain events. The dashboard also provides insight into the
internal operation of the system, such as the list of events
and the systems progress in cutting each replay. Finally, the
dashboard allows the operator to view the automatically- and
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manually-cut replay videos for every game event, camera an-
gle, and mobile platform.

This combination of features allows replay-cutter opera-
tors to primarily act as an observer to the system. Typically,
operators just watch the automatically-cut replay videos via
the dashboard and check for correctness. When the system
creates an incorrect replay, our dashboard gives the operator
the ability to easily intervene in the automatic operation. The
streamlined interface also allows a single manager to easily
monitor the replay cutting system across multiple concurrent
sporting events.

5.3.4 Replay-Cutting Efficiency

By timing our system’s progress through the various stages
of replay cutting, we were able to compare the efficiencies of
the manual and automated versions of our system. Our met-
ric of interest is “time-to-app” (TTA), which is the time du-
ration measured between our system receiving a new game
event and the replay of that event appearing in the app for
fans to watch. We measured the TTA for replays using both
automated and manual workflows during the Chicago Bulls
NBA Playoff game on April 27, 2013.

We measured the TTA of each workflow by summing the
time spent in individual stages of the system. The stages
we measured were search, encoding, and publishing. We
used our replay-cutter dashboard to measure both workloads
by timing the delay between state transitions in the dash-
board. For example, when a new event is received, the
dashboard shows a new line for the event in the ENCOD-
ING state. Once encoding is complete, the state changes to
PUBLISH, indicating that the replay is being published in
the replay list. The time taken for the ENCODING state to
change to PUBLISH is the encoding-stage duration. The to-
tal time for the event to transition from ENCODING to PUB-
LISH to COMPLETE is the TTA for the automated work-
flow. For the manual workflow, we recorded an additional
phase called SEARCH, where a human operator manually
searched through the video stream for the replay. The TTA
for the manual workflow was the total time for the transition
from SEARCH, through ENCODING and PUBLISH, and
finally to COMPLETE.

The result of our experiment is shown in Figure 10. The
figure shows the average TTA for both the manual and auto-
mated workflows during the game. Each bar is broken down
by pipeline stage, showing where time was most spent on
average.

The results show a significant difference in average TTA
between the two workflows. The average TTA for the man-
ual workflow was 34.30 seconds, while the average TTA was
just 5.38 seconds for the automated workflow. By automat-
ing our workflow, we achieved an 84.3% reduction in av-
erage TTA. While encoding and publishing times remained
nearly constant in both workflows, most of the time savings
in the automated workflow resulted from the elimination of
the manual-search step.
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Figure 10: The time-to-app comparison of our manual
and automated workflows during the NBA Playoffs game
between the Chicago Bulls and the Brooklyn Nets on Sat-
urday, April 27, 2013.

6 Lessons Learned
In this section, we summarize some of the lessons that we
have learned in building and evolving our YinzCam in-venue
infrastructure over the course of three years.

• Don’t locate operations efforts in high-pressure en-
vironments. There should be some amount of phys-
ical separation between the operations team and the
field environment. Intense, high-pressure environments
are filled with distractions, which means that problem-
solving takes longer and resources are harder to access.
We accomplished this by migrating our operations ef-
forts (both people and infrastructure) to a single remote
location from where all of our venues can be managed
simultaneously.

• Take advantage of the cloud for short-term-CPU-
intensive or bandwidth-intensive processes. The
cloud’s pay-as-you-go model makes it well-suited for
short-term tasks. Instead of purchasing physical servers
that will mostly sit idle, we migrated these tasks to
the cloud to lower our operations costs. Also, cloud-
infrastructure providers have vast amounts of Internet
bandwidth available for bandwidth-intensive services
like video streaming. We leveraged Amazon EC2’s
bandwidth to provide our content to fans on cellular net-
works. While our out-of-stadium capabilities are out-
side the scope of this paper, our other work [10] also
demonstrates how the cloud is an ideal platform for our
usage profile (spiky loads on gamedays, mostly idle on
non-game-days).
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• Ensure that system administrators have remote ac-
cess to all systems. The costs of sending technicians
on-site for repairs can quickly add up. By allowing
administrators to fix problems remotely, many of these
costs can be eliminated. Our global VPN architecture
allows us to monitor all of our physical assets remotely,
providing insight into problems that need resolution. In
addition, having a technical contact at remote sites also
helps in case the system is not responding over the net-
work.

• Automate labor-intensive and error-prone manual-
efforts whenever possible. Automating such tasks
reduces human error and frees up staff to do other
work. Furthermore, automated tasks are easily repeat-
able across multiple systems. Our automated replay-
generation system is a clear case where we were able to
efficiency gains and cost reduction through automation.

• Use end-to-end monitoring of the user experience. It
is important to have insight not only into the system be-
havior, but also into the end-user’s experience. We ac-
complished this by ensuring that our operations staff is
equipped with smartphones that mimic the user experi-
ence inside the venue from a remote location. It should
be noted that there are some problems cannot be repro-
duced in this manner, e.g., low Wi-Fi signal strength in
seating locations.

• Allow system operators to manually override auto-
matic decisions. No system is perfect; automated sys-
tems will eventually make mistakes due to unforeseen
circumstances. Ensure that systems allow operators to
manually override automatic decisions. Our replay-
cutting dashboard allows human operators to compen-
sate for incorrectly-cut replays.

While Yinzcam’s architecture and internal details might be
application specific, we believe that these lessons are broadly
applicable to other systems. Specifically, our lessons apply
to systems that require the remote monitoring of geographi-
cally distributed sites, the separation of services at the edge
versus in remote data-centers, and the use of application-
specific automation to increase efficiency and lower costs,
wherever possible.
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